Hemp Update #2. 5-3-19
Applications for CBD Growing Re-opened
New York State is accepting grower applications from individuals and businesses for the Industrial Hemp
Agricultural Research Pilot Program. Applications for future research partners can be submitted in the
areas of grain, fiber, and Cannabidiol (CBD). The Department is not accepting CBD processor applications
at this time. https://www.agriculture.ny.gov/pi/pihome.html
My recommendation: For not-yet-permitted CBD growers, given the lateness of the season and the
scarcity quality of seed that is not already “spoken-for” for CBD production, it is best to apply for 2020
production. Take the season to prepare/submit a quality application and be ready (permitted) by end of
2019 so acquiring seeds or plants is seamless.
For those who already are permitted, this is an opportunity to add acreage /locations if you have the
plant matter to fill it.

NYSDAM Seeks Letters of Interest from Hemp Cooperatives
The request for Research Letter of Interest from Agricultural Cooperatives New York has an opportunity
to lead industry development by creating more opportunities for farm businesses to grow, process,
produce, and market industrial hemp and industrial hemp products. Agricultural Cooperatives may be an
advantageous business structure under which growers may consider entering the industrial hemp
marketplace. Agricultural Cooperatives may be formed under Article 6 of the New York State
Cooperative Corporations Law (https://codes.findlaw.com/ny/cooperative-corporationslaw/#!tid=N210D7380BFCA48E5B2233EEF1AF5E923) for the production and merchandising of
agricultural commodities. Agricultural Cooperatives provide the means by which farmers may act
together in manufacturing, processing, preparing for market, handling and/or marketing their farm
products. Farmers are also able to act together in purchasing, testing, grading, processing, distributing
and/or furnishing farm supplies and/or farm business services. These cooperatives are owned and
operated by and for the mutual benefit of its farmer members. To learn more about the potential for
New York farmers to pool resources, spread risk, and share in the benefits with respect to industrial
hemp, the Department would like to work with agricultural cooperatives or growers interested in
exploring the feasibility of a cooperative business structure in the industrial hemp sector.
LETTERS OF INTEREST MUST BE SUBMITTED IN WRITING AND POSTMARKED OR EMAILED ON OR
BEFORE JUNE 6, 2019. Letters of Interest and any questions must be submitted in writing to
ag.dev@agriculture.ny.gov or through the U.S. mail to: NYS Department of Agricultural and Markets
Agricultural Development Division Industrial Hemp Agricultural Cooperative Letter of Interest 10B Airline
Drive Albany, NY 12235

Hemp Crop Insurance?

Crop Insurance through USDA/RMA is not available yet and a reasonable prediction is that it would not
be available for 4-5 years for a crop-specific policy and I suspect, that would be for grain and fiber. It
may be longer for CBD if the costs of production stay where they are today as that complicates matters
quite a bit. Then, it may not be available in every county, even after policy is designed, because volume
of production in a county determines inclusion. Here is an article that was in Progressive Farmer that
addresses that and a few other Farm Bill tid-bits related to insurance.
https://www.dtnpf.com/agriculture/web/ag/news/business-inputs/article/2019/02/19/rmaadministrator-hemp-coverage-new-2

As for Whole Farm Revenue Protection coverage, it is not available for 2019 since the 2019 policy was
defined before the 2018 farm Bill passed. But for 2019, growing hemp does NOT preclude you from
having Whole Farm for the other-than-hemp farm income in 2019 (previously that had been the
case). This RMA statement suggests that Whole Farm may be available for 2020. Keeping exceptional
records of costs and income, separate for hemp if you have other crops, will help you, when Whole Farm
is available, to include hemp as an income stream that can be insured. However, I’m not sure how
Whole Farm will work, and when it would be available, if it is your only farm income and you do not
have a farm income history prior to hemp.
https://www.rma.usda.gov/en/Policy-and-Procedure/Bulletins-and-Memos/2019/MGR-19-002

However, several private agencies are offering crop insurance. From my e-review, they seem to vary
widely in what they cover and not and several do not give a lot of specifics. Well, at least for me on their
website without asking for a direct quote as a farmer. For those of you new to crop insurance, I would
be happy to walk through any quote you have to troubleshoot.
Other insurance: Some of those companies offering crop insurance also offer other types of
farm/product insurance such as liability. Of course, having proper business insurance to protect you all
along the way is vital, especially if your business is a sole-proprietorship or partnership to protect private
assets. Because of that it is recommended that you form an S-corp or LLC for your business to insulate
you and your personal assets from any accident/suit that might befall you.

Cornell Interested in Feral Hemp
If you happen to have a feral hemp population on your farm (a patch that has survived the many years
since hemp was cultivated on your farm or from seeds that fell out of rope etc.), Cornell Plant Breeding
would like some of these live plants to use in the breeding program. Utilizing the genetics from plants
that have survived this long, outside of cultivation, would be an asset in developing vigorous New York
varieties. If you have such a stand (they are probably just up and identifiable now) please contact us to
collect plants or seeds later in the year.

USDA Now Accepting Applications of Seed-Propagated Hemp
for Plant Variety Protection

The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) today announced that the Plant Variety Protection Office
(PVPO) will start accepting applications of seed-propagated hemp for plant variety protection.
PVPO provides intellectual property protection to breeders of new varieties of seeds and
tubers. Implementing the Plant Variety Protection Act, PVPO examines new applications and grants
certificates that protect varieties for 20 years (25 years for vines and trees). Certificate owners
have rights to exclude others from marketing and selling their varieties, manage the use of their
varieties by other breeders, and enjoy legal protection of their work.
Applicants can submit their applications through the electronic application filing system, choosing hemp
in the Crop Kind Dropdown box. The ePVP System provides an efficient and secure way to 1) file new
plant variety protection applications, 2) amend existing applications, 3) pay fees, 4) check the status of
an application, and 5) correspond directly with PVPO staff.
All new ePVP System users must be e-authenticated before being able to use the system. Click on
http://www.eauth.usda.gov/ to apply for a USDA eAuthentication Account.


Domestic users: Request level 2 access and follow the instructions to establish the account.



International users: Request level 1 access only; and upon creating the account, email name and
contact information to pvpomail@ams.usda.gov to finalize the account authorization.



Once e-Authentication has been completed, applicants can proceed to establish an ePVP

For questions on e-Authentication, logging into the ePVP System and PVPO operation, please e-mail
pvpomail@ams.usda.gov or call (202) 260-8983. Information on program requirements, fees and forms
is also provided on the PVPO website.

Upcoming Educational Opportunities:
More info to follow….but mark your calendars!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eastern NY Hemp Conf & Expo - Albany- June 3-4 https://www.ushempexpos.com/abouteastern
Willsboro Farm Field Day – July 10
Aurora Farm Field Crops Field Day – July 11
Freeville Organic Farm Field Day – July 31
Long Island Hort Res Ext Center Plant Science Day – July 31
Hemp Workshop – Empire Farm Days – Aug 6-8
Cornell Hemp Field Day – Geneva – Aug. 13
Cornell CBD Hemp Field Day – Bluegrass Lane, Ithaca – Sept. 10?

Hemp Update #1 4-26-19
Welcome to Hemp production! Some of you are new, some are not, to either hemp production and/or
commercial agriculture and processing.
Cornell Cooperative Extension in New York State is actively reaching out to producers and processors to
help further the industry. In the Hudson Valley, CCE is working across county lines to deliver critical
information and services to the industry…hence this list serve.

Here to Hemp… ooops… I mean HeLp….
If you are unfamiliar with Cornell Cooperative Extension you can learn more about it here:
http://cce.cornell.edu/
In your County you can reach out to:
Orange - http://cceorangecounty.org/ – Maire Ullrich mru2@cornell.edu
Ulster – http://ulster.cce.cornell.edu/ - Christian Malsatzki cpm78@cornell.edu
Columbia/Greene - http://ccecolumbiagreene.org/- Margaret Smith mms426@cornell.edu or Aaron D.
Gabriel adg12@cornell.edu
Dutchess - http://ccedutchess.org/ - Stephanie Radin sradin@cornell.edu or Jennifer Fimbel
jlf20@cornell.edu
Putnam - http://putnam.cce.cornell.edu/ - Jennifer Lerner jjs95@cornell.edu
Sullivan - http://sullivancce.org/ - Michelle Proscia mml249@cornell.edu

This growing season we hope to provide timely updates about the state of the crop, educational and
marketing opportunities, answers to common production or regulatory questions, and much more!

Resources Available from Cornell:
Firstly, if you have not had the opportunity to see this resource on successful production in NYS, please
review it as it is fill of links and other info. on hemp:
https://s3.amazonaws.com/assets.cce.cornell.edu/attachments/36391/beginning_hemp.pdf?15518060
63
The Cornell Hemp Website: http://hemp.cals.cornell.edu/about/extension/

2019 Hemp Intern:
CCE Orange will be hosting a Cornell Student Intern this summer to do hemp crop pest evaluations as
well as collect as much data as possible on production practices and costs for developing academic
budgets. This intern will be like a field scout (or greenhouse) and do scouting on a certain number of
fields/locations each week. There may be a bi-weekly schedule to visit the same fields/locations every
other fields/locations to increase the number of fields she can get to – but all numbers depend on
interest. So….who is interested? (contact Maire at mru2@cornell.edu ) Likely, there will be nominal

fee to offset mileage costs as she will be travelling through several counties. Expressing interest in not
binding. Also, if you do not “sign-up” for the scout, emergency visits will still be possible if you have an
urgent matter with your hemp crop.

Crop Production Notes from Cornell Faculty:
Weed management for Hemp 2019
There are no selective herbicides yet registered specifically for use in hemp. Weed control in
hemp might best achieved with a combination of different cultural. One method to try might be
to start with the stale seed bed technique. This practice allows weed seedlings to emerge for
several days to 4 weeks after the field has been finally fitted for seeding. After significant weed
emergence and before they are too large, the weed cover is removed. The method of removal
is somewhat limited for hemp. The post emergence herbicide SUPPRESS is labeled for this type
of use generally for all food and fiber crops. SUPPRESS is OMRI approved as an organic
herbicide. However, it will only work well on small broadleaf weeds and its cost may be
prohibitive. Propane flaming or even light surface cultivation are other possible means of
removed the emerged weed cover. This operation should then be followed with direct seeding
of the crop without further soil disturbance. Even in the best of circumstances this will not
provide 100% weed control, but it can reduce the initial weed growth so that a vigorous crop
can outpace the weeds. (A. Senesac)
Disease management for Hemp 2019
Sil-MATRIX (EPA Reg. No. 82100-1) is a fungicide/miticide/insecticide that contains 29%
potassium silicate, the active ingredient. It is labeled for use on numerous crops including
industrial hemp. It is described as a broad spectrum, preventative fungicide. Powdery mildew
is the only labeled disease for vegetables, fruits, nuts, vine crops, agronomic crops, and
ornamentals. Labeled insect pests are aphids, spider mites, and whiteflies. It is approved for
use in organic production (OMRI listed). Based on my experience testing organic fungicides for
powdery mildew in vegetable crops, I would expect Sil-MATRIX to provide moderately good
control of this disease in hemp when applied on a regular (weekly) basis starting before or at
start of disease development, especially if this powdery mildew occurs predominantly on the
upper leaf surface or it is possible to achieve good spray coverage on the underside of leaves.
(M. McGrath)

Alternative Pest Management:
Also consider products from here as some are not pesticides but fertilizers or soil inoculants that can be
used to improve plant health so they can better fend off pests.
http://www.biosafesystems.com/

Labs for Plant Testing for Sex via Leaf Material:
https://www.steephill.com/genkit and https://phylos.bio/plant-sex-test and
https://www.medicinalgenomics.com/gender-detection/

Details on Setting up Testing Labs can be found from NYSDOH:
https://www.wadsworth.org/regulatory/elap/medical-marijuana

NY Hemp Exchange/Buy and Sell Board:
It’s not fancy but its effective!
Current Buy/Sell Listings:
https://s3.amazonaws.com/assets.cce.cornell.edu/attachments/37547/hempadupdate424.pdf?1556201539
To post your own listing (updated ~ weekly):
https://cornell.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_e35Eb3pNfpWkqhv

Educational Opportunities:
US Eastern Hemp Expo June 2-4, Albany, NY https://www.ushempexpos.com/about-eastern
Hemp Breeding and Seed Production: A new course developed by the UC Davis. The first course offering
is scheduled for October 29-30, 2019 in Davis,
CA http://sbc.ucdavis.edu/Courses/Hemp_Breeding_and_Seed_Production/
Additional NYS/Cornell Events here: https://hemp.cals.cornell.edu/category/events/

In the News:
Farm Journal has done several pieces on hemp in the past few months
https://www.agweb.com/cannabis/

